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Meet Transportation Decision-Makers from Southeast Asia
USTDA is hosting a delegation of senior transportation officials from Southeast Asia in the United
States to familiarize them with U.S. solutions and best practices for smart mobility and climatealigned transportation. The visit provides opportunities for U.S. businesses to showcase their
offerings and expertise to support the region’s ambitious transportation development goals.
BACKGROUND
In Southeast Asia, the transportation sector is the second-highest
contributor to CO2 emissions. The region’s marked increase in registered
vehicles underscores the need for adopting sustainable approaches and
innovations, such as fleet electrification, expanded use of mass transit, and
smart mobility solutions, to mitigate the transportation sector’s climate
impacts.
Southeast Asian countries have identified electric vehicle (EV) adoption as a
major priority. According to the International Renewable Energy Agency, by
2025 around 20% of all vehicles in the region will be electric. In addition to
EV adoption, cities in Southeast Asia are prioritizing investments in smart
mobility and intelligent transportation system (ITS) solutions to improve
transportation efficiency, promote alternative transit modes, and reduce
vehicle emissions.
This USTDA-sponsored delegation includes senior transportation officials
from Indonesia, Laos, Malaysia, Thailand, and Vietnam. The delegation will
travel to Los Angeles, San Francisco, and Seattle from September 19-29,
2022, to meet with U.S. companies, government agencies, and transit
operators that can highlight U.S. solutions and best practices to improve the
efficiency and sustainability of urban transportation infrastructure.

WHY YOU SHOULD PARTICIPATE
▪ Learn about upcoming project
opportunities and bidding processes
▪ Understand the landscape of the
Southeast Asia transportation sector
▪ Meet one-on-one with key decisionmakers
▪ Form new business partnerships

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
The delegation is interested in procuring
products, technology, and services in the
following areas:
•

•
•
•
•

ABOUT USTDA
The U.S. Trade and Development Agency helps companies create U.S. jobs through the export
of U.S. goods and services for priority infrastructure projects in emerging economies. USTDA
links U.S. businesses to export opportunities by funding projects preparation and partnership
building activities that develop sustainable infrastructure and foster economic growth in
partner countries.
Attendance at this event is limited to U.S. individuals, U.S. firms, or U.S. consultants as defined
by USTDA’s Nationality Source and Origin Requirements available on USTDA’s website at
http://www.ustda.gov/.

REGISTER NOW

Electric vehicle (EV) and charging
infrastructure
Fleet electrification
Integration of renewable energy in
transportation systems
Mass transit and multi-modal
integration
ITS and smart mobility solutions

CONTACT INFORMATION
Rod Rinholm, President, Tavaci Partners
rinholm@tavacipartners.com
+1-847-691-5443
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